The recently proposed superposition codes (SCs) have been mathematically proved to be decoded at any rate below the capacity, for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. The main objective of this paper is to study the feasibility of a novel SC approach as an alternative to the traditional way of designing modern physical (PHY) layer schemes. Indeed, currently, PHY solutions are based on the decomposition into two separate problems of modulation shaping and coding over finite alphabets. Since superposition codes are defined over real numbers, modulation and coding can be jointly realized. Moreover, a fast decoding method is developed and tested by comparing the obtained results with both the uncoded system performance and two approximate message passing (AMP) algorithms. Finally, possible perspective to fifth generation (5G) applications exploiting SC solutions are outlined in the paper, and some interesting relations with sparse signal recovery are analyzed for further future research lines.
Introduction
Some recent works have proven that sparse superposition codes (SCs), defined over real numbers, can be decodable at any rate less than the Shannon capacity with an exponentially small probability of error [1, 2] . In more details, a maximum likelihood decoding allows reliable communications for all rates up to the Shannon capacity [1] , while a fast decoding algorithm and its soft decoding version are proposed in [2] and [3] respectively.
According to the traditional information theory, the maximum transmission rate over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is [4] :
where P is the codeword power and σ 2 = N 0 2 is the Gaussian noise variance.
After the fundamental work of Shannon, the communication model for standard physical (PHY) layer design is usually split into two separate blocks: the channel coder and the modulation shaping [5] . Further, the best channel codes that may be found in the literature are based *Correspondence: pietro.savazzi@unipv.it Department of Electrical, Computer and Biomedical Engineering, University of Pavia, via Ferrata 5, Pavia, Italy on elements defined over binary or q-ary Galois finite fields [6] .
Although the original Shannon proof of the noisy channel coding theorem is based on considering large and random codes defined over the real numbers set [7] , the numerical instability and the power constraints of real number error-correcting codes have limited their use in practical communication schemes. On the other hand, they have been mainly studied for tackling fault tolerance problems in digital computers operation [8] .
Moreover, some important and interesting research lines have been outlined [9, 10] by approaching the channel coding problem with codeword elements defined over the real or complex field. In the last decade, complex-field coding has been mainly used for counteracting multipath fading in wireless channels [11] .
In [12] , a low complexity coding scheme for RFID transmissions has been proposed, considering a simple implementation of a similar superposition coding idea. Despite its simple implementation, the codec scheme can provide a significant coding gain.
Sparse superposition codes can be thought as a joint modulation-coding scheme, since the main idea is to add redundancy directly to a spread spectrum signal, by assigning different orthogonal spreading sequences to the same link. This aspect could be exploited for the fifth generation (5G) technologies [13] , especially from the point of view related to the interference rejection potential embedded in the SC scheme, which may be used for both fullduplex communications and non-orthogonal multi-access protocols that are considered in 5G systems.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The investigation-from an application-oriented point of view-of the novel SC concept, in order to test its feasibility and possible performance, gains with respect to the state-of-the-art PHY design. While [1] [2] [3] analyze SC from a theoretical perspective, we develop a simulation study case, which is still missing, useful to understand the benefits of SC application.
• A fast and simple decoding algorithm, which is less parameter-dependent compared to [2] and with a less computational burden with respect to the technique presented in [14] .
• An overview about some interesting perspectives for future 5G research and development exploiting SC concept.
The proposed decoding scheme represents the most relevant novelty of this work, and it may be interpreted as an orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) sparse reconstruction algorithm, while its limited number of iterations may be thought as a simple stopping rule [15] .
This algorithm is similar to those shown in [2] , although the two approaches differ for the following point: at each iteration, we look for the maximum values of the vector Z (i) , see Eq. 7 and step 4 of the proposed algorithm in Section 3, while in [2] , the elements of the same vector are compared to a specific threshold parameter τ , see sections I.B and II of the cited reference.
Moreover, in Section II of [2] , a combined statistics of the residuals Y (i) , see Eq. 11, and a set of pacing parameters are used to theoretically compute the performance limit of the decoder. On the contrary, we have considered performance results obtained by simulations of the complete concatenated scheme.
Differently, in [1] , the authors consider the performance limits of the optimal maximum likelihood detector, while in [3] a soft-decision decoder is taken under consideration with Bayes optimal statistics at each iteration. Finally, the works [14, [16] [17] [18] take into account approximate message passing decoding algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to defining the superposition code and describing the system model. Section 3 details the proposed decoding scheme. Section 4 shows some interesting simulation results. Section 5 outlines relevant future 5G developments exploiting SCs and their relations with other approaches. Finally, some concluding remarks wrap up and close the paper in Section 6.
Sparse superposition codes

The coding algorithm
We here briefly outline the main concepts of SCs. The main insight of [1, 2] is to use superposition codes as a forward error correction (FEC) technique. In particular, we limit our analysis to binary transmission over an AWGN channel, although an extension to a non-binarysigned finite alphabet is possible to develop more spectral efficient schemes.
Specifically, let u = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k ) be a string of k bits to be coded. The main idea is to map u to a vector c of length N, whose elements are real numbers. Thus, let us define the dictionary matrix X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . ., X N ] ∈ R n×N , whose entries are X i,j ∼ N (0, 1), where N (0, 1) represents a normal process with unit variance and zero mean. The codeword length equals n, so the code rate is R = k/n.
In order to obtain the codeword, a sparse vector β ∈ R N is built as shown in Fig. 1 . The matrix X is partitioned into L = N/M sections, being L and M positive integers. The codewords are computed as c = Xβ T , with β belonging to the set:
Although [2] shows that rates closer to capacity at higher SNRs need an exponential power allocation profile, we use a constant power allocation. Indeed, in this way, we achieve even error probability along the codeword and a decoder with less parameters to be set than the scheme in [2] , as explained in Section 3.
The detailed coding process is done as in the following:
• An input bit string u of length k = L log 2 (M) is split into L substrings of size log 2 (M) • Each substring of u is to be intended as the position index of the non-zero element of β in each of the L subsections • The rate of the superposition code, i.e., the number of input bits per channel use, can be then computed as:
System model
The received sequence at the output of the AWGN channel is:
where η is the noise vector whose elements belong to N (0, σ 2 ). According to the previous definitions, the codeword power has to be P, since:
Being T the bit duration, the energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio can be defined as:
The decoding algorithm
We here propose a novel fast and simple decoding scheme for superposition codes. Similarly to the algorithm in [2] , we propose an iterative decoding algorithm with a maximum number of iterations equal to L. However, the proposed solution is able to decode anyway the received codeword, without considering the possibility to mark erasures at the channel output as in [2] . In this way, the decoder always tries to output the more reliable decoded codeword. This reasoning is consistent with the case study of FEC implementation, for which a decoder output may be always needed.
where 
4. Find the index p of the maximum positive value of the vector Z (i) . Since we only look for the maximum value of the vector Z (i) , the normalization by ||Y (i) || may be neglected and Eq. (7) may replaced by the simpler
t p containing the position p and update the partially decoded word:
6. if i < L, update:
Return to step (2).
After step (7), the vector β contains the sparse representation of the decoded word.
Since at each iteration step we choose one of the L groups corresponding to log 2 M decoded bits, according to the position of the maximum of Z (i) , after L iterations the algorithm outputs the complete decoded word.
Once the decoding procedure of the joint demodulation-decoding scheme is completed, a further concatenated code can be used to correct any remaining residual errors, such as a Reed Solomon (RS) code [6] defined over GF(M) [1, 2] , in order to improve the error correction performance. The use of inner and outer codes is a common practice in modern communication standards, since they allow different levels of error protection depending on transmitted data requirements or channel conditions.
Matching the Galois field size with the section dimension M allows viewing each integer number belonging to the interval [ 
1, M] as a symbol in GF(M).
This way of matching the Galois field size with a particular dimension of the inner concatenated scheme is similar in nature with the approach proposed in [19, 20] .
code can be obtained from an (n RS , k RS ) one, so that the total code rate of the concatenated scheme is:
where n RS − k RS = 2t is even.
Simulation results
Simulation results have been obtained by using the set of parameters listed in Table 1 . We have chosen a standardde-facto 255,239 Reed Solomon shortened code, as the outer scheme. This choice influenced the other parameter settings as explained in the following.
• The number of bits log 2 M in each of the L subsections has been set equal to 8, corresponding to M = 256, in order to match the symbol dimension of the outer Reed Solomon code, as explained at the end of the previous section.
• Since k = L log 2 M, we have chosen the number of subsections L = 128 in order to have a moderate codeword length equal to 2048 for a rate of R = 0.5.
• This value of L also satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) for random sensing, see Eq. (13) of [21] , for which L ≤ n C log M . For instance, that corresponds to L < 369 for n = 2048, and the constant C = 1.
• The constant power allocation is determined by
LT , where E b is the average signal energy per bit and T is the bit duration.
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , the performance of the proposed scheme looks promising, especially for the SC code rate equal to 1 3 , shown in Fig. 2 . The SC gain for the code rate R = 1 2 could be improved by optimizing the code parameters, following for instance the procedure described in [2] . In particular, the code length could be chosen larger in order to improve the decoder performance, since the parameter L could be increased up to 256, keeping satisfied the RIP condition for R = 0.5. In Fig. 4 , the frame error rate (FER) of the proposed scheme is compared to those obtained by the approximate message-passing decoding algorithms presented in [14, 18] . The rate of all the schemes is 0.5, while the code parameters for the two AMP decoders are the same shown in Fig. 2 of [16] , according to the code A case.
Although the proposed decoder performance is a little worse with respect the one obtained by the algorithm presented in [14] by Rush et al., the presented results are anyway interesting since they needed an extremely lower computational burdening. This may be appreciated by considering the computational complexity analysis in Table 2 , where we compare the number of algebraic operations required by the proposed scheme and the AMP shown in [14] and analyzed in Table II of [16] .
For the computational comparison analysis, we have only considered the AMP algorithm of [14] since it is more similar to the presented scheme, considering both implementation and performance. Anyway, it is possible to note that the actual complexity of the proposed algorithm is comparable to a simple correlation receiver for code division multiple access (CDMA) signals; nevertheless, the obtained coding gain is comparable to those attainable by more complex techniques.
Overview on 5G applications
The main drivers of the current research for 5G are Internet of Things (IoT), Gigabit wireless connectivity, and Tactile Internet among others [22] , which call for several communication requirements. The underlying design principles, i.e., synchronism and orthogonality, of the PHY layer of the current Long-Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) radio access network constitute the major drawbacks for the conceived service architecture. On this purpose, as stated in [22] , new waveforms are envisioned as possible solutions. In this section, we outline possible applications of this work on SCs to different aspects of wireless communications, with particular emphasis to 5G applications.
Compressed sensing
Sporadic traffic-generating devices (e.g., machine-type communication (MTC) devices in 5G IoT) awake now and then, thus they should transmit their data immediately and only coarsely synchronized, conversely to the fine synchronization procedure of LTE-A PHY layer random access [22] . On this purpose, sparse signal processing and new waveforms can be combined to efficiently deal with the sporadic traffic and control signaling in the uplink random access channel (RACH) [22] . The sparse representation of superposition codes, and sparse signal processing methodology in general, are effective for this application. Indeed, the detection and demodulation of MTC traffic in the PHY layer RACH benefits from the "bursty" nature of signals ("sparse" in mathematical sense) and they can be described by a small set of parameters within a larger set of observables [22] [23] [24] . A possible solution is to make sparse signal processing usable for 5G RACH, exploiting joint sparsity of messages, mobile channels, and user activity [22] .
Extension to more spectrally efficient schemes
Given the increasing amount of traffic data for 5G services, spectrally efficient solutions become mandatory. Although we will limit our analysis on SC to a preliminary binary case, it would be possible to increase the SC spectral efficiency by extending the presented results to the N0 comparison between the proposed scheme and two examples of SC decoded by the AMP algorithm. The code rate is 0.5 for all the three schemes non-binary case. For instance, in [25] and [26] , a signed superposition coding scheme is proposed, and in [27] , an algorithm is developed to determine both the locations and amplitudes of the non-zero elements in the sparse vector.
Multiple access scheme
Superposition codes have been firstly introduced in [28] for multi-user channels, in order to compute the capacity region of the Gaussian broadcast channel [1] . In this sense, a similar scheme applies where the multiple user information is both superimposed and coded simultaneously for downlink multiple access channels.
Furthermore, this novel PHY technique could be suitable for non-orthogonal multiple access schemes [29, 30] , since SC schemes can be interpreted as signal despreading with error correction capabilities, which could make non-orthogonal multiple access receivers more robust to user interferences. This would be useful also for 5G 
solutions, in particular for full-duplex links where the self-interference level is very severe.
Synchronization
Synchronism is the underlying design principles of the PHY layer of today's LTE-A radio access network [22] ; thus, novel synchronization solutions for the future 5G service architecture will be really useful. On this purpose, thinking about SC codes as a novel method for both modulation and coding, at least for the inner code, an interesting perspective is to develop joint algorithm for decoding and channel parameter synchronization to be applied to schemes like the ones in [31, 32] . In more details, the code structure, i.e., the sensing matrix X which is known at the receiver, may be used for both frame synchronization and fine clock recovery, instead of using pilot symbols. In this way, the spectral efficiency may be improved by decreasing the number of required pilots.
Conclusions
In this work, we have highlighted the feasibility of real number superposition coding. This field, closely related to compressed sensing algorithms, seems to be very promising because the simple decoding algorithm could be efficiently applied to very high data-rate signals, by using a mixed digital-analog system. This can relax the analog-todigital conversion requirements since the algorithm acts on real numbers. On this purpose, further deep investigations will be essential.
Ongoing research works are devoted to extend the proposed scheme to non-binary signaling techniques in order to improve the final spectral efficiency. Furthermore, a real implementation in a software-defined-radio (SDR) platform will enable a more precise characterization of the true system performance, by carefully considering the synchronization related issues.
An important objective will be to look for performance as close as possible to channel capacity with dictionaries of moderately small sizes, allowing small signal spaces. From a communication theory point of view, starting from [3] , new probabilistic algorithms capable of achieving performances closer to channel capacity may be sought. We believe that concatenation with a robust outer code, including Reed Solomon and q-ary LDPC, shall be necessary in order to obtain good performance.
